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Savage psych answers

SAVAGE INSULTS This is a bunch of savage insults designed to get even the hardest men on their knees crying alone to terrorize your savage can. These insults are as cruel as they come, in simple terms, they are not weak. However, they are all at your disposal, so do not hesitate to use them at your discretion. You can use them for friends who have hard skin and wouldn't get
hurt easily in such words. So, knock yourself out and enjoy it. The most savage insults it has to hurt look in the mirror every day. You have stepped on a lot of broken mirrors to be this misfortpressed with your face. God really does just something these days. People who don't know, thank God every day because it is hell there is around you. You know that terrible feeling that you
get in your stomach when you just give up, all your insides become canceled? That's how I feel every time I see your face. Going from your IQ to earth is just a short step. Randy goat wouldn't even sleep with you. Hitting you is considered an animal abuse in this country. Stupid you have to run in your family You're an asshole and that's a good day for you. The fact that you are
alive is bad for humanity, you constantly waste useful oxygen while breathing. I wash things like you every day. Saying you're an idiot basically compliments you. I'd love to see you make a podium in the middle of traffic during rush hour. You know how chicken wanders around without a destination? That's how the feeling eludes you every day. You're like a crack. Cheap useless
powder. I wonder how you go to bed knowing you have to wake up to the same face every day. Have you ever considered using a grater to take a shower? This would make your skin much better. Loving you is a job that is not good enough to pay was run too? Or that's how you look every day Your mom has to cry when she gave birth to such a disgusting person. Have you ever
sat and cried because you realized you are a burden on humanity and everyone around you?  Even more wild insults like about you save us all the stress and wear a mask to work next week. Nobody talks about you behind your back, you want to know why? Because you're just not so important.  Do you head to princess and frog? Why did the frog look better. I really hope that
your stupidity is not contagious Don't feel too bad, I'm sure someone out there would take you as a homeless pet. You look like a bad decision Your mother had to use a condom. This would save us the stress of seeing you every day. You should do condom advertisements. You are a great reason why they are important. How you can't be mad with the world, with all nature made
for you. You would be better off as part of the Neanderthal race. Your nose can be a spare runway for so long. Your face is so this would be a great place for a Dakar rally I don't know what's worse for your face or your hair. Life must be hard for you, it shows up on your body. Your hair is so insatiable, I think you can find birds there. Do you work for the police? Because your voice
can be used to torture criminals. You should be charged with war crimes with that face. You look like my shoe under the beoneath. I don't blame your dad for leaving if I had a child like you, I'd also run or work at the drive-by house? If not it would be your God's waste taking talents maybe one day someone smart will leave your lips. You are living proof that it seems is not
everything. Looking at this horror can not be so simple. I hope you practice a lot. Saying you're a monkey is an insult to them. Your parents have really tried to cast you because I don't believe anyone could live with you. A previous articleLatin insults Son Gohan asked Wiki UserShawn Savage was a pop star in the '80s who eventually turned to drugs and violence. He sings many
well-known songs like Girls Just Want to Have Fun, and was world famous until he became dRead over the years, students have the opportunity to take their hand with hilarious answers to exam questions to try and turn to their teachers on the funny side. We've collected the top 40 most hilariously false exam answers so you can find out what not to do! #40) I am the Marine flag!
#39) Math Made Easy #38) C'est la vie #37) Everyone loves Blue Whale #36) Looks Legit... #35) Exams can be scary! #34) He adds, #33) Me, me, me, me, me #32) A work of art! #31) Pop Quiz It takes more than funny exam answers to achieve exam success! Sign up now to use ExamTime' Mind Maps, Flashcards, Study Planner and other free online study tools here: Get
started now. It's free! #30) This should be true! #29) Giraffes... #28) ... can not be trusted! #27) See where you go #26) You can't beat the home comforts #25) Never stand-alone #24) New mathematical language #23) Drive Safe #22) Judge Judy #21) I'm picking up good vibrations, it gives me excitation It takes more than funny exam answers to achieve exam success! Sign up
now to use ExamTime' Mind Maps, Flashcards, Study Planner and other free online study tools here: Get started now. It's free! #20) Birmingham: Land fashion forgot. #19) Does my acute angle look big in this? #18) Honestly, there is the best policy #17) Kung Fu Midget! #16) Cosmic Love! #15) Lady (?) Gaga #14) E X P N D #13) Deny if you can! #12) Bonus Terrorist #11) Poor,
Bad Tony It takes more than funny exam answers to achieve exam success! Sign up now to Use ExamTime' Mind Maps, Flashcards, Study Planner and other free online study tools here: Get started now. It's free! #10) Science 101 #9) Appreciate your learning experience #8) Elephants are always getting in the way! #7) two two two two two two
duuddududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududu dudududu #6) Remove all centi! #5) Everyone loves Sushi! #4) Ice, ice baby #3) X marks instead of #2) is Pen Goat Mine? #1) Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Enough Said. Video Sources: It takes more than funny exam answers to
achieve exam success! Sign up now to use ExamTime' Mind Maps, Flashcards, Study Planner and other free online study tools here: Get started now. It's free! Our blog is part of GoConqr, a free learning platform to create, share and discover learning resources that help students and teachers achieve their learning goals. Click here to start creating Mind Maps, Flashcards, Notes,
Quizzes, Slide Flowcharts &amp; Courses now! Today the American Psychological Association has a code of conduct when it comes to ethical psychological experimentation. Experimenters must comply with a variety of rules relating to everything from confidentiality to consent to the co-beneficiary. In order to enforce this ethics, there are review panels. However, standards have
not always been as strict as some of the most famous psychology studies have emerged. 1. In the Little Albert experiment at Johns Hopkins University in the 1920s, John B. Watson conducted a study of classical conditioning, a phenomenon in which pairs conditioned stimulus with an unconditional stimulus before they produce the same result. This type of conditioning can create
a response for a person or animal to an object or sound that was previously neutral. Classic conditioning is usually associated with Ivan Pavlov, who rang the bell every time he fed his dog until the only sound bell caused his dog to salivate. Watson tested the classic conditioning on a 9-month-old baby he called Albert B. A young boy started an experiment loving animals,
especially a white rat. Watson began pairing the presence of rats with a loud sound hammer hitting the metal. Albert began to develop the fear of white rats, as well as most animals and furry objects. The experiment is considered particularly unethical today because Albert has never been desensitized to the phobia that Watson produced for him. (The child died of an unrelated
illness at the age of 6, so doctors could not determine whether his phobia lasted until adulthood.) 2. Asch compliance experiments solomon Asch tested compliance at Swarthmore College in 1951 to release a participant in a group of people whose task was to match the line length. Each person had to announce which of the three lines was the closest line of the length of the
reference line. However, the participant was included in the group of participants, all of whom were told to give the correct answer twice then go to each expression the same wrong answer. Asch wanted to see if the participant would match and start giving the wrong answer, also knowing that he would otherwise be one Thirty-seven out of 50 participants agreed with despite the
evidence to the contrary. Asch used to deceive his experiment without receiving informed consent from his participants, so his study could not be repeated today. 3. Observer effect Some psychological experiments that have been designed to test the effects of a bystander are considered unethical by today's standards. In 1968, John Darley and Bibb Latané developed an interest
in crime witnesses who did not take action. They were particularly intrigued by the murder of Kitty Genovese, a young woman whose murder was witnessed by many but still could not prevent murder. The couple conducted a study at Columbia University in which they would give the participant a survey and leave him alone in a room filled with paper. Harmless smoke will begin to
spread into the room after a short time. The study showed that the solo participant was much quicker to report smoke than participants who had the same experience but were in the group. The studies became progressively unethical as participants experienced the risk of psychological harm. Darley and Latané played the actor, pretending to be a recording of a person in the
headset who thought he or she was listening to the actual medical attention that ran down the courtroom. Again, participants were much quicker to react when they thought they were the only person who could hear the arrest. 4. Milgram's experiment by Yale psychologist Stanley Milgram hoped to further understand how so many people came to participate in the brutal acts of the
Holocaust. He theorized that people tend to obey authority figures, posing the question: Would it be that Eichmann and his millions of associates of the Holocaust were just following orders? Can we call them all accomplices? In 1961 began experiments obedience. Participants were under the impression that they were part of the memory study. Each court had a couple divided
into a teacher and a learner, but one person was an actor, so only one was a real participant. The drawing was rigged in such a way that the participant always took on the role of teacher. Both were transferred to separate rooms and the teacher was given instructions. He pressed the button to shock the learner every time the wrong answer was given. These shocks would
increase tension every time. Eventually, the actor would start complaining after more and more desperate screams. Milgram learned that most participants followed orders and continued to provide shocks, despite the clear inconvenience of the learner. If the shocks existed and there was tension they were labeled, most would actually kill the learner in another room. Having this
fact revealed to the participant after the study is completed would be a clear example of psychological harm. 5. In monkey experiments in the 1950s, Harry Harlow of the University of Wisconsin tested infant addiction using rhesus monkeys in their experiments instead of human babies. The monkey was removed from its actual mother, which was replaced by two mothers, one
made of fabric and one made of wire. The fabric mother served not only the purpose of her comforting feel, but the wire mother fed the monkey through the bottle. The monkey spent most of her day next to the fabric mother and only about one hour a day next to the wire mat, despite the connection between the wire pattern and the food. Harlow also used intimidation to prove that
the monkey found the cloth mother to be superior. He would scare the babies and watch as the monkey ran toward the fabric pattern. Harlow also conducted experiments that isolated monkeys from other monkeys in order to show that those who did not learn to be part of the group at a young age could not assimilate and mate when they got older. Harlow's experiments were
discontinued in 1985 due to APA rules against mistreatment of animals and humans. However, Department of Psychiatry Chair Ned O. Kalin, M.D. of the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health recently launched similar experiments that include isolating baby monkeys and exposing them to frightening stimuli. He hopes to discover data on people's anxieties,
but meets with the opposition of animal welfare organisations and the general public. 6. Learned the helplessness of Martin Seligman's experiments on the ethics of learned helplessness would also be questioned today because of his mistreatment of animals. 1965 Seligman and his team used dogs as things to test how control can be perceived. The group would put the dog in a
one-way box, which was divided in half by a small barrier. Then they would administer a shock that could have been avoided if the dog jumped over the barrier to the other side. Dogs quickly learned how to protect themselves from shocking. Seligman's group then used a group of dogs and accidentally used shocks that were completely inevitable. The next day, these dogs were
placed in a box with a barrier. Despite the new circumstances that would have allowed them to avoid painful shocks, these dogs did not even attempt to jump over the barrier; they were just shouting and not screaming at all, showing that they had learned helplessness. 7. Robbers cave experiment Muzafer Sheriff conducted a robber cave experiment in the summer of 1954,
testing the dynamics of the group in the face of conflict. A group of preteen boys were brought to summer camp, but they did not know that the counselors were actually psychological scientists. The boys were divided into two groups, which were considered very separate. Groups only contacted if they competed in sporting events or Activities. The experimenters organized
increased tension between the two groups, especially while keeping contests close to points. The Sheriff then caused problems, such as water shortages, which would require the two teams to unite and work together to achieve their goal. After a few of them, the groups became completely indivisible and friendly. While the experiment seems simple and possibly harmless, it would
still be considered unethical today because the Sheriff used to deceive because the boys didn't know they were participating in a psychological experiment. Sherif also had no informed consent from the participants. 8. In a monster study at the University of Iowa in 1939, Wendell Johnson and his team hoped to discover the stuttering cause of trying to turn orphans into stutterers.
There were 22 young subjects, 12 of which were not stutterers. Half of the group experienced positive training, while the other group dealt with negative reinforcements. Teachers constantly told the latter group that they had stutters. None of any group became stutterers at the end of the experiment, but those who received negative treatment did create many of the self-esteem
problems that stutterers often suggest. Perhaps Johnson's interest in this phenomenon had to do with his stutter as a child, but this study never came to pass with a modern review board. Johnson's reputation as an unethical psychologist did not cause the University of Iowa to remove his name from his speech and hearing clinic. 9. Blue Eyed versus Brown Eyed Students Jane
Elliott was not a psychologist, but she developed one of the most famous controversial exercises of 1968, dividing students into a blue-eyed group and a brown-eyed group. Elliott was an elementary school teacher in Iowa who tried to give his students practical experience with discrimination the day after Martin Luther King Jr. was shot, but this exercise still has implications for
psychology today. The famous exercise even transformed Elliott's career into one focused on diversity training. After dividing the class into groups, Elliott would cite deceptive research claiming that one group was superior to another. Throughout the day, the group would be treated like this. Elliott learned that it only took a day for a higher group to make the more violent and
inferior group more unsafe. Blue-eyed and brown-eyed groups then switched so that all students survived the same prejudices. Elliott's exercise (which she repeated in 1969 and 1970) received a much public backlash, which is probably why she wouldn't be repeated in a psychological experiment or class today. The main ethical issues would be deception and consent, although
some of the original participants still believe that the experiment is life-changing. 10. Stanford Prison Experiment Philip Zimbardo of Stanford University conducted his famous prison experiment to examine the group's behavior and the importance of roles. Zimbardo and his team chose a group of 24 male students who were considered healthy, both physically and psychologically.
The men signed up to participate in a psychological study of prison life, which would pay them $15 a day. Half were randomly assigned to be prisoners, and the other half were assigned to be prison guards. The experiment played out in the basement of stanford's department of psychology, where Zimbardo's team created a temporary prison. Experimenters have gone very long to
create real experiences for prisoners, including fake arrests at participants' homes. The prisoners were given a fairly standard introduction to prison life, which included being continuous and assigned an embarrassing uniform. The guards were given a vague instruction that they should never be violent with prisoners, but they needed to remain in control. The first day passed
without incident, but the prisoners revolted on the second day by barricading themselves in their cells and ignoring the guards. Such behavior shocked the guards and probably led to the psychological abuse that followed. The guards began to distinguish between good and bad prisoners and struck down punishments, including pushing, solitary confinement and public humiliation
for rebellious prisoners. Zimbardo explained: In just a few days our guards became sadistic and our prisoners became depressed and showed signs of extreme tension. Two prisoners fell out of the experiment; eventually became a psychologist and prison counsellor. The experiment was originally supposed to last two weeks, but it ended early when Zimbardo's future wife,
psychologist Christina Maslach, visited the experiment on the fifth day and told him, I think it's terrible what you're doing to those boys. Despite unethical experiments, Zimbardo still works as a psychologist today. In 2012, he was even honored by the American Psychological Association with the Gold Medal Award for Lifetime Achievement in Psychology. 2012.
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